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Ecosystem service and dis-service impacts of increasing tree cover on agricultural land by land-sparing and land-sharing in the Welsh uplands

Abstract
Increasing tree cover on agricultural land is recognised as a potential mechanism to enhance ecosystem services. In this case study, we assessed and mapped the impacts on ecosystem services and dis-services of different land-sparing and land-sharing strategies for tree cover expansion on grassland and arable land in the Welsh uplands. In addition, we modelled the impacts of widespread adoption of these strategies on grassland and arable land on the total basket of ecosystem services derived from the Welsh uplands. Our modelling over a 120-year period suggests land-sharing strategies (agroforestry options) could lead to the greatest potential increase in ecosystem service benefits (+£2.62 billion for the Agroforestry - in field trees option). Such land-sharing strategies deliver a basket of ecosystem services primarily focused on private provisioning benefits, with only modest increases in public regulation and maintenance benefits. In contrast, land-sparing strategies (full afforestation options) deliver the highest level of public regulation and maintenance benefits (£7.60 billion), but at the cost of provisioning benefits (-£17.13 billion). Land-sharing strategies (agroforestry options) provide the highest level of in-situ ecosystem service benefits. Land-sparing strategies (full afforestation options) primarily provide ex-situ ecosystem service benefits and are likely to require livelihood shifts for private landowners and occupants.
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1. Introduction
Expansion or restoration of tree cover on agricultural land is recognised as a potential mechanism for improving regulating ecosystem functions and enhancing ecosystem service (ES) provision. Expanding tree cover (in any form) on agricultural land is complex due to competing stakeholder priorities, often requiring significant trade-offs (Burton et al., 2018a; Lawrence et al., 2010; Lawrence and Dandy, 2014; Swanwick, 2009). Whilst it is generally acknowledged that restoration and expansion of woodland cover through land-sparing strategies can lead to increases in regulation and maintenance ESs and in some cases ecosystem dis-services (EDSs) the evidence base surrounding the effect of different modes of afforestation on ESs and EDSs to inform future land use decisions is still lacking (Burton et al., 2018b; Cord et al., 2017). Land-sharing measures such as small woodland patches within agricultural landscapes have been found to deliver a wide range of in-situ (e.g., food production) and ex-situ (e.g., carbon sequestration and flood mitigation) ES benefits, demonstrating the value of integrating trees with agricultural production (Burton et al., 2018b; Decocq et al., 2016), but this evidence is limited. In addition, little is known generally about how much agricultural landscapes and the benefits derived from them would have be modified to accommodate significant increased tree cover (Fairhead et al., 2012).

Meli et al. (2019) argue that promoting restoration of tree cover within principally agricultural landscapes requires assessing and addressing the problem through both land-sparing and land-sharing approaches. Increasing tree cover on agricultural land does not necessarily need to involve complete
transformation of land use to full woodland cover but can occur on a more integrated basis such as farm woodland and agroforestry. Given this, the land-sparing/sharing model (LSSM)—originally a model for quantifying the implications of land use and food production on biodiversity (Balmford et al., 2005; Green et al., 2005; Phalan et al., 2011)—provides a powerful heuristic for considering the value of trees for improving ES provision. The application of the LSSM to modelling the changes in ESs is based on the view there are two main ways to increase tree cover on agricultural land, either retaining agricultural production alongside tree cover within a parcel of land or complete removal and displacement of agriculture in favour of complete afforestation of a parcel of land (Fischer et al., 2008; Phalan et al., 2011).

The LSSM acknowledges there are often significant trade-offs between these two types of strategies (Phalan, 2018) and provides a means for quantifying them. Such an approach has value in gauging the effects of landscape transformation on large scale ecological processes affecting ESs, the ES benefits derived from them and the livelihoods of people living and working in these landscapes (Chazdon et al., 2017).

Recent political activity in the UK associated with withdrawal from the EU has put the future direction of agricultural land use into question, particularly in areas dominated by extensive livestock agriculture such as the Welsh uplands (Hubbard et al., 2018). Land use changes in the Welsh uplands involving increases in tree cover as a response to climate change adaption targets or to restore greater regulating ecosystem functions could bring about a significant shift in the balance of ESs delivered from these systems. Historically the expansion of woodland cover in the Welsh uplands was facilitated by significant growth of the public forest estate through land sparing means by replacement of agricultural production (Forest Research, 2017a, 2017b; Wong et al., 2015). Increasingly, the debate surrounding future expansion of tree cover in Wales has shifted towards needs for multiple benefits and its closer integration with agriculture through land-sharing means, such as trees on farms and agroforestry systems (Forestry Commission Wales, 2009; UKCCC, 2020; Welsh Government, 2018a, 2018b).

The primary evidence base available to inform tree-based land use change in upland agricultural landscapes in Wales is predominantly focused around ESs from existing woodland cover and on a single or a few ESs; notably timber production and its relation to carbon sequestration (Bateman and Lovett, 2000; Brainard et al., 2009), recreational use (Scarpa, 2003; Sen et al., 2011) and hydrological services (Willis, 2002). Other authors have made attempts at estimating the total ES value of the UK forest resource (Eftec, 2010; Europe Economics, 2017; Saraev et al., 2017; Willis et al., 2003). The assessment of ESs from agroforestry systems is currently underrepresented, with the UK only featuring as a single landscape within two wider European studies (Crous-Duran et al., 2020; Kay et al., 2019). Only two studies have undertaken economic valuation and mapping of ESs from woodland based land use change in Wales, comparing agriculture and hypothetical expansion of multipurpose broadleaf and coniferous woodland
These studies are based primarily around replacement of agriculture through land-sparing measures with no attention paid to more integrated land-sharing approaches such as farm woodland and agroforestry. The evidence base also does little to show who benefits or dis-benefits from increasing tree cover.

With this in mind, we present an approach for using the LSSM as a formalisation framework for modelling the impacts of increasing tree cover on agricultural land on ESs and EDSs using the Welsh uplands as a case study. The Welsh uplands offer a particularly interesting case study as a) upland areas account for a significant proportion of the total land area of Wales, b) they are the likely target location for interventions to restore regulating ecosystem functions by increasing tree cover and c) it is largely understudied.

1.1 Aim and objectives

Here we present an approach that aims to address the knowledge gap surrounding the potential impacts on ES benefits and EDS costs associated with different modes of tree cover expansion in agricultural systems, using the Welsh uplands as a case study. The principal objectives of this study were to:

1. Compare how ES delivery changes under a range of tree-based land-sparing and land-sharing strategies on agricultural land in the Welsh uplands.

2. Compare the economic impacts of widespread adoption of different forms of tree cover expansion (based on changes to ESs and EDSs delivery across all categories of ESs and EDSs).

3. Suggest which land use options are potentially most suitable for improving ES benefits through increasing tree cover on grassland and arable land in the Welsh uplands.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 The study area

In this case study we investigated the impacts of expanding tree cover on agricultural land in the Welsh uplands. It is challenging to robustly define the system boundaries for uplands (Mansfield, 2011). Here we defined the Welsh uplands as the area encompassed by the Severely Disadvantaged Area (SDA) under the Less Favoured Area (LFA) designation (EC Directive 75/268) – panel a in Figure 1. Land use in the Welsh uplands is dominated by low-intensity sheep and cattle grazing (covering approximately 80% of the area), with smaller amounts of high-volume low quality softwood timber production interspersed with areas of unproductive amenity woodland (covering the remaining 20%) (Armstrong, 2016; National Assembly for Wales, 2013). In Wales, the majority of the upland area is managed through extensive livestock grazing on a mix of permanent grassland and semi-natural habitats with sheep and beef cattle (Armstrong, 2016; National Assembly for Wales, 2013). In this case study we explored the consequences
of increasing tree cover on improved, semi-improved, unimproved grassland and arable land (as defined by the Terrestrial Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Natural Resources Wales, 2018)) within the Welsh uplands on ESs and EDSSs. The total area of these land cover types is 569,477 ha, of which 433,171 ha is improved grassland, 36,565 ha is semi-improved grassland, 92,589 ha unimproved grassland and 7,151 ha is arable (Natural Resources Wales, 2018) – see panel b Figure 1. We focused our modelling of land use changes on these areas of grassland and arable land as they were identified in Hardaker et al. (2020) as an opportunity space for tree cover expansion. In addition they are generally contiguous with enclosed farmland and are not sensitive priority habitats such as heathland or mire where tree planting may be problematic (Natural Resources Wales, 2016).

![Figure 1: a) Extent of the Welsh Severely Disadvantaged Area (SDA) and b) distribution of improved, semi-improved-unimproved grassland and arable land in Wales's SDA derived from the Terrestrial Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Natural Resources Wales, 2018).](image)

2.2 Ecosystem services framework and some key terms

In this study we focused on the actual supply (or flow) of ESs from the Welsh uplands and how land use changes (involving greater tree cover) may alter this flow. The actual supply or flow of ESs is the combination of potential supply and the associated human demand (Fisher et al., 2009, 2008; Goldenberg...
et al., 2017; Verhagen et al., 2015). With this in mind we defined ESs as the flows of services and goods from ecosystems that provide benefits to humans (de Groot et al., 2010; Haines-Young and Potschin, 2010). To classify the ESs to be investigated in this study we used the Common International Classification for Ecosystem Services (CICES) (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2017).

As a development of similar work we also considered the actual supply of EDSs, which are the result of the functions, processes and management of ecosystems that lead to negative impacts on humans (Blanco et al., 2019; Campagne et al., 2018; Dunn, 2010; Schaubroeck, 2017; Shackleton et al., 2016). In this study EDSs are defined as the flows of dis-services from ecosystems that provide costs to humans. By including EDSs in our analysis, we hope to present a more balanced view of the net benefits of land use and potential land use changes (Wegner and Pascual, 2011). The CICES classification does not explicitly include EDS, however an EDS may manifest a negative externality of different land uses and their associated management activities (Campagne et al., 2018). It is in this manner that EDS are classified in this study. In this study we used a relevant subset of the ESs and EDSs outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CICES Section</th>
<th>Final ecosystem services and dis-services included in the economic valuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provisioning services</td>
<td>Livestock production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arable crops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timber production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water supply for consumptive use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisioning dis-services</td>
<td>Potable water quality reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation and maintenance services</td>
<td>Carbon sequestration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local flood risk mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Livestock shelter and shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation and maintenance dis-services</td>
<td>GHG emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural services</td>
<td>Employment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Methodological framework

In this study we conducted a spatially explicit economic assessment of the potential performance of a range of land-sparing and land-sharing strategies for increasing tree cover on agricultural land in the Welsh uplands in terms of ES benefits and EDS costs. We also simulated the potential impact of widespread adoption of these strategies on the total basket of ES benefits and EDS costs from the Welsh uplands as a whole.

2.3.1 Assessing the performance of land-sparing and land-sharing strategies for increasing tree cover on agricultural land in the Welsh uplands

In the first part of the analysis, we assessed and mapped the potential ES benefits and EDS costs from grassland and arable land in the Welsh uplands under a range of land-sparing and land-sharing strategies
to identify how this performance varied spatially across the Welsh uplands. Within the land-sparing and land-sharing strategies, we considered seven different land use options covering a spectrum of tree canopy coverages from no increase in canopy coverage through to conversion to full canopy coverage within a land parcel. The land-sparing strategies were split into land use options that involve either a) no increase in canopy coverage where tree cover does not replace agricultural production (Business as usual option) or b) complete canopy coverage where tree cover completely replaces agricultural production is displaced (Full afforestation – conifer/broadleaf options). The land-sharing strategies describe partial canopy coverage where land is shared, and agricultural production continues alongside tree cover. The land-sharing strategies are split into land use options where either a) trees are intimately integrated alongside agricultural production (Agroforestry – in field trees/shelterbelts options) or b) trees are coarsely integrated alongside agricultural production (Farm woodland – conifer/broadleaf options). The land use options are illustrated in Figure 2 and described in Table 2. A full breakdown of the land use option specifications is provided in Supplementary Material Table 1 describing modelling assumptions, indicative species mixes, indicative planting spacings, thinning/felling regimes and full descriptions of the options.

Figure 2: Land use options (option name in italic) describing the modelled percentage tree cover in each parcel on improved, semi-improved and unimproved grassland, and arable land used to estimate the potential impact of increasing tree cover on ecosystem service benefits and ecosystem dis-services costs.
## Table 2: Summary and description of the land use options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option name</th>
<th>Shorthand</th>
<th>Land-sparing/sharing</th>
<th>Canopy cover (%)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business as usual</td>
<td>BAU</td>
<td>Land-sparing (for agriculture)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No tree canopy cover expansion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry – in field trees</td>
<td>AF-IF</td>
<td>Land-sharing (light)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Addition of agroforestry systems, modelled as an in-field trees (silvopasture and silvoarable) planting arrangement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry – shelterbelts</td>
<td>AF-SH</td>
<td>Land-sharing (moderate)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Addition of agroforestry systems modelled as a shelterbelt planting arrangement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm woodland – conifer</td>
<td>FW-CO</td>
<td>Land-sharing (heavy)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Addition of farm woodland modelled as a primarily conifer planting scheme (to reflect a biomass focused management system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm woodland – broadleaf</td>
<td>FW-BR</td>
<td>Land-sharing (heavy)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Addition of farm woodland modelled as a mixed primarily broadleaf planting scheme (to reflect an ecosystem services/public goods focused management system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full afforestation – conifer</td>
<td>FA-CO</td>
<td>Land-sparing (for forestry)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Replacement of agricultural production with complete canopy cover modelled as a productive mixed primarily conifer planting scheme (to reflect a timber focused management system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full afforestation – broadleaf</td>
<td>FA-BR</td>
<td>Land-sparing (for forestry)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Replacement of agricultural production with complete canopy cover modelled as a broadleaf planting scheme using native broadleaves (to reflect an ecosystem services/public goods focused management system).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3.2 Assessing the potential impacts of widespread adoption of the land sparing and land-sharing strategies on ecosystem services and dis-services from the Welsh uplands as a whole

Land use in the Welsh uplands consists of primarily two types, agriculture and forestry (Armstrong, 2016; National Assembly for Wales, 2013) with agricultural land use split across b) rough grazing and b) grassland and arable land cover – as shown in Figure 3. In the second part of the analysis, we assessed the how the total basket of ES benefits and EDS costs from the Welsh uplands as a whole could be affected by widespread adoption of each of the seven land use options on all grassland and arable land. In essence this simulated the impacts of 0%, 20%, 50% and 100% afforestation of grassland and arable land in the Welsh uplands. In this study we also assessed the ES benefits and EDS costs from forestry land use and agricultural land use on rough grazing modelled *ceteris paribus*. We used these values plus the values of ES benefits and EDS costs from grassland and arable land under the range of land use options to estimate the potential maxima impacts that widespread increases of tree cover on agricultural land could have on the total basket of ES benefits and EDS costs from the Welsh uplands as a whole – as shown in Figure 3.
2.4 Economic assessment approach

For the monetary valuation of ES benefits and EDS costs over the 120-year assessment period we followed a benefit transfer approach (Ferrini et al., 2015; Johnston and Wainger, 2015) using land cover proxies for ES generation potential. To estimate economic values, we used areas of ES and EDS supply (derived from land cover data) combined with biophysical quantities (derived from simple mathematical models or existing country specific data) and economic unit values. We estimated the economic value (EV) of ES benefits, EDS costs and net ES (NES) benefits (which is the economic value of ES benefits less the EDS costs) from:

1. Grassland and arable land under each of the seven land use options as described in Section 2.3.1.
2. The Welsh uplands as a whole following the hypothetical transformation of land use on grassland and arable land as described in Section 2.3.2.

We included EDS costs and NES benefits because whilst the value of ES benefits shows the positive importance of land use in the Welsh uplands these values neglect the costs associated with different land uses (Wegner and Pascual, 2011). We limited the economic valuation in this study to the ESs and EDSs included in the baseline economic valuation undertaken in Hardaker et al. (2020) plus an additional ES (livestock shelter and shade) for which demand could be determined from the alternative land use options (as outlined in Table 1). In order to determine which of the 10 ESs and EDSs were supplied by each of the alternative land use options we conducted a brief review of relevant literature; for an overview of the reviewed literature and the ESs and EDSs supplied by each option see Supplementary Material Table 2.
2.4.1 Identifying ecosystem service and dis-service demand

We used the Terrestrial Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Natural Resources Wales, 2018) spatial shapefile data to delineate the land parcels within the Welsh uplands and identify ESs and EDs demand as a basis for the quantification and mapping of actual supply. Each polygon within the dataset represents an individual parcel of land. The actual supply or flow of ESs or EDs from a parcel of land is the combination of potential supply and the associated human demand. For some ESs (i.e., livestock production, arable crops, water supply for consumptive use, carbon sequestration, livestock shelter and shade) the associated demand is not spatially dependent. Where this is the case, all land parcels were tagged with a yes for demand for these particular ESs and EDs.

For some ESs and EDs in this study the associated demand is spatially dependent (i.e., timber production, local food risk mitigation, employment, potable water quality reduction and greenhouse gas emissions). Where this is the case, we used a range of spatial proxies for demand to determine where actual supply is realised (see Supplementary Material Tables 3 and 4). To define the land parcels within the Welsh uplands where spatially dependent demand for certain ES and ED was present, we performed spatial queries using GIS to tag land parcels based on their spatial relationship (in this case where they overlap) with the spatial proxies for ES and ED demand (e.g., shapefiles charting acid sensitive catchments as a proxy for potable water quality reduction from forestry land use). Where demand for these ES or ED exists in a land parcel, we tagged it with a yes and where demand was not present, we tagged it with a no.

2.4.2 Economic analysis

Similarly to Hardaker et al. (2020) we focused on monetary valuation of direct and indirect use values as defined under the Total Economic Value (TEV) Framework; where the economic value of ES benefits includes all elements of utility provided by the direct and indirect use of ESs using monetary accounting units (Freeman, 2003; Pearce and Turner, 1990; Pearce, 1993). Non-use values were disregarded due to the lack of available data to infer their supply from land cover data. Therefore, we refer to the results of our economic valuation as the “economic value” not the “total economic value” as we do not include non-use values such as existence value or bequest value. We also include the EV of dis-utility provided ED costs. The impacts of land use changes on ESs and EDs will take some time into the future to arise. It is well established that given the time value of money the value of ES benefits and ED costs in the present are worth more than the same amount in the future. In other words, the benefits accrued in the future won’t be worth as much as those earned in the present (Freeman, 2003; Pearce and Turner, 1990; Pearce, 1993). Discounting the future value of flows of ES benefits and ED costs to their present-day equivalents or Present Value (PV) is a way to account for this. We took a multi-period assessment approach where
we estimated the annual EVs over an extended projection period (120 years)—which is the length of the longest single rotation in any of the land use options—and discounted the future flow of annual EVs to their PV. To discount the future value of benefits and costs to their PV we used a standard real discount rate of 3% based on the recommendations of (Hepburn and Koundouri, 2007) due to the uncertainty of future revenues and costs over the length of the projection.

2.4.2.1 Economic values of ecosystem service benefits and dis-service costs across grassland and arable land under each of the land use options

We estimated and created a lookup table of the EV ha\(^{-1}\) of ES benefits and EDS costs from grassland and arable land cover types under each of the land use options. We calculated the per hectare EV of each ES\(_k\) or EDS\(_k\) supplied by grassland and arable land under each of the land use options using the following formula:

\[
PV_{ha}^{-1} = \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left( \frac{s_k ha^{-1} \cdot p_k}{(1+i)^t} \right)
\]

(Eq. 1)

where \(t\) is the year in projection period (\(t\) ranges from 1 to 120), \(i\) = real discount rate and \(n\) = number of time periods, \(s_k ha^{-1}\) is the biophysical supply of ES\(_k\) or EDS\(_k\) from a hectare of each constituent land cover type, e.g., m\(^3\) timber ha\(^{-1}\) during a single period \(t\) and \(p_k\) is the market or shadow price of ES\(_k\) or EDS\(_k\), e.g., £m\(^3\) timber during a single period \(t\) (Howarth and Farber, 2002).

We used the look up table of per hectare economic values of ES benefits and EDS costs and GIS to create a set of maps comparing the economic values across grassland and arable land under each of the land use options. We used the Terrestrial Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Natural Resources Wales, 2018) spatial shapefile data tagged with ES and EDS demand as described in Section 2.4.1 to create our maps. Where demand for a particular ES or EDS exists in a land parcel, and was tagged with a yes, we assigned it the corresponding economic values ha\(^{-1}\) for each ES benefit and EDS cost for each land cover type from the lookup table derived using equation 1. Where no demand existed for each ES or EDS in a land parcel, and tagged with a no, we assigned a zero value. We summed the individual ES and EDS values in each land parcel to provide an EV for ES benefits, EDS costs and NES benefits.

2.4.2.2 Economic values of ecosystem service benefits and dis-service costs from the Welsh uplands as a whole under each of the land use options

We calculated the EV of each ES benefit and EDS cost supplied by each land use (forestry, agricultural (rough grazing) and agricultural (grassland and arable)) using the following formula:
\[ PV_k = \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left( \frac{s_k p_k}{(1 + i)^t} \right) \]  
\text{(Eq. 2)}

where \( t \) is the year in projection period (\( t \) ranges from 1 to 120), \( i \) = real discount rate and \( n \) = number of time periods, \( s_k \) is the biophysical supply of ESs or EDSs e.g., tonnes of CO\(_2\) (total area of land parcels supplying ESs or EDSs (as described in section 2.4.1)) multiplied by the per hectare biophysical unit of ESs or EDSs during a single period \( t \), and \( p_k \) is the market or shadow price of ESs or EDSs, e.g., £tonne\(^{-1}\)CO\(_2\) during a single period \( t \) (Howarth and Farber, 2002).

We calculated to the total EV of ES benefits and EDS costs for each land use using the following formula:

\[ EV_{ES/EDS} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} PV_k \]  
\text{(Eq. 3)}

where \( EV_{ES/EDS} \) is the sum of the present values of all \( n \) ES benefits or EDS costs that each land use (forestry, agricultural (rough grazing) and agricultural (grassland and arable)) generates. We calculated the total aggregated EV of ESs and EDS from the Welsh uplands as whole (forestry, agricultural (rough grazing) and agricultural (grassland and arable) combined) as the sum of the totals for each land use – as shown in figure 3.

Most existing valuation studies of multiple ESs aggregate the separate values of each individual ES into a single figure cited as the total societal benefits derived from the particular study site (Eftec, 2010; Europe Economics, 2017; Häyhä \textit{et al.}, 2015; Willis \textit{et al.}, 2003). This overlooks issues surrounding the distribution of benefits across the spectrum of different beneficiary groups (Hein \textit{et al.}, 2006). As such, we disaggregated the EV of ES benefits and EDS costs from the Welsh uplands as a whole into the different value bundles for each beneficiary group (identified in Hardaker \textit{et al.} (2020)) in order to identify the impacts of transformations of upland grassland and arable land use on the beneficiary bundles. We disaggregated the total EV into beneficiary bundles by the population of the relevant beneficiary groups using population data as at 2011 taken from Population Reference Bureau (2011); Reis \textit{et al.} (2017). For the relevant beneficiary groups for each ES and EDS see Supplementary Material Table 5.

\textbf{2.4.2.1 Uncertainty analysis}

This assessment was based on national level economic data and other data from the wider literature and is therefore also subject to non-negligible uncertainty. We undertook an uncertainty analysis to detect the influence of uncertainty in the market and calculated shadow prices would have on the economic values. We used the Monte Carlo simulation method (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949) to determine the
combined effects of the input data uncertainties based on the distribution functions of the input data parameters. Using the Monte Carlo simulation method, we employed a uniform random function using a range of ±20% for market and calculated shadow prices and ran this over 10,000 simulations. A uniform random function was chosen as the best probability distribution for the input data as the input variable variation is unknown and only its minimum and maximum values can be estimated (Sivia, 1996).

2.4.4 Economic valuation methods

For the economic valuation of ES benefits and EDS costs we used pricing techniques; specifically, a combination of market price observations and non-market pricing methods (Howarth and Farber, 2002). We used the market price method to estimate the value of ES benefits (livestock production, arable crops, timber production, water supply for consumptive use and employment) that are tradeable on markets that are well functioning and individual unit market prices are well defined (Dasgupta, 2008; Bateman et al., 2014). The market price method assumes that prevailing market prices are a reflection of the minimum willingness to pay (WTP) for ESs that are tradeable on competitive markets and provide a conservative lower bound estimate of WTP (Howarth and Farber, 2002). For ES benefits and EDS costs without observable or specific market prices, we used non-market pricing methods to estimate shadow prices (Dasgupta, 2008; Flores, 2003; Howarth and Farber, 2002). We used the replacement cost (Bateman et al., 2014; Dixon et al., 1997) for carbon sequestration, local flood risk reduction and livestock shelter and shade and averting behaviour methods (Dickie, 2003; Flores, 2003; Bateman et al., 2014) for GHG emissions and potable water quality reduction. These methods assume that the costs of mitigating damages or replacing ecosystem functions are equivalent to the minimum WTP for ES benefits and willingness to avoid (WTA) EDS costs. We calculated the EV of ES benefits and EDS costs using calculation procedures adapted from Hardaker et al. (2020). The biophysical and economic units of the ES benefits and EDS costs are outlined in Supplementary Material Table 5 and economic parameter values are outlined in Supplementary Material Table 6. The valuation of ES benefits and EDS costs as described in Section 2.4.2 are based on 2018 figures and represent the PV of the stream of future annual EVs across the extended projection period. For a full overview of the calculation procedures of individual ES benefits and EDS costs (including the specific data sources) used in the economic valuation see Supplementary Material Section 4.
3. Results

3.1 Inter-option differences in the economic value of ecosystem service benefits and ecosystem dis-service costs

Our results show quite significant inter-option differences in performance in terms of potential ES benefits and EDS costs – see Figure 4. The land use strategies where tree cover replaces agricultural production (FA-BR and FA-BR options) perform the worst in terms of ES benefits representing a potential major drop in ES benefits compared to the BAU option (panel a in Figure 4). The FA-BR and FA-BR options perform the best in terms of EDS costs leading to significant potential reductions compared to the BAU option (panel b in Figure 4). The land use strategies where tree cover is intimately integrated with agricultural production (AF-IF and AF-SH) generally perform the best in terms of ES benefits, representing major potential increases in ES benefits in the case of the AF-IF option and moderate increases in the case of the AF-SH option (panel a in Figure 4). The AF-SH option leads to sizeable potential reductions in EDS costs compared to the BAU option, whereas the AF-IF option generally leads to an increase in EDS costs (panel b in Figure 4). The land use strategies where trees are coarsely integrated alongside agricultural production (FW-CO and FW-BR options) generally perform worse than the BAU option in terms of ES benefits (panel a in Figure 4) but do lead to potential reductions in EDS costs (panel b in Figure 4).

On improved grassland and semi-improved grassland both the AF-IF and AF-SH options leads to an increase in ES benefits whereas the FW-CO, FW-BR, FA-BR and FA-BR options lead to a decrease in ES benefits (panel a in Figure 4). On unimproved grassland all of the land use options return higher EV of ES benefits than the BAU option (panel a in Figure 4). In terms of EDS costs, on improved, semi-improved and unimproved grassland the AF-IF option leads to an increase whereas all other options lead to a decrease in EDS costs compared to the BAU option (panel b in Figure 4). Although, on semi-improved grassland the increase in EDS costs from the AF-IF option is not as large as on improved and unimproved grassland. On arable land, only the AF-IF option leads to an increase in ES benefits compared to the BAU, all other options lead to a decrease (panel a in Figure 4). On arable land all options (including the AF-IF option) lead to a decrease in EDS costs compared to the BAU option.
3.2 Intra-option differences in the economic value of ecosystem service benefits, ecosystem dis-service costs and net ecosystem service benefits

The mapping of ES benefits, EDS costs and NES benefits highlights some quite distinct intra-option differences in performance between land parcels depending on their spatial location within the study area. Generally higher EVs of ES benefits are supplied from land parcels located in the east of the study area and in lower lying areas around the margins and in valley bottoms (Figure 5). Land parcels in these areas also supply some of the highest EVs of EDS costs (Figure 6). Overall, there is much greater spatial intra-option differences in performance between land parcels under the BAU option along with the AF-IF and AF-SH options and the FW-CO and FW-BR options (with areas of quite defined difference in performance) compared with the FA-BR and FA-BR (Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 4: Mean economic value ha⁻¹ of a) ecosystem service benefits and b) ecosystem dis-service costs by antecedent land cover type across each of the seven land use options. Error bars show standard deviation. The ecosystem services comprise livestock production, arable crops, timber production, carbon sequestration, local flood risk mitigation, livestock shelter and shade and employment. The ecosystem dis-services comprises GHG emissions and reduction of potable water quality. The economic values are the present value of the future flows of benefits and costs and are based on 2018 market and shadow prices and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.
3.2.1 Business as usual option

Under the BAU option there are two distinct areas of land parcels where performance differs. The majority of land parcels (primarily in the east of the region) fall into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category for ES benefits with patches of parcels in the higher altitude areas of the north west and south falling in to the lower £20,000 to 30,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category (panel a in Figure 5). For EDS costs the majority of land parcels fall into either the £2,000 to 3,000 ha\(^{-1}\) or the £0 to 1,000 ha\(^{-1}\) categories following a similar pattern to ES benefits (panel a in Figure 6). However, in terms of NES benefits there are three distinct areas where performance differs the majority of land parcels fall into the £50,000 to 60,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category for NES benefits with some parcels at higher altitudes in primarily in north western areas falling in to the lower £40,000 to 50,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category and now the best performing parcels (falling into the higher £60,000 to 70,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category) located in a distinct patch in the eastern area (panel a in Figure 7).
3.2.2 Agroforestry – in field trees option

The AF-IF option is one of the options where performance across land parcels in different location across the Welsh uplands is more heterogenous with three distinct areas of land parcels where performance varies. In terms of ES benefits the majority of land parcels fall into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha⁻¹ category primarily in the east with some parcels at higher altitudes in the north west and south falling into the £30,000 to 40,000 ha⁻¹ category (panel b in Figure 5). The best performing parcels are located in a discrete patch in the east falling into the higher £70,000 to 80,000 ha⁻¹ category (panel b in Figure 5). For EDS costs the differences following a similar pattern to the BAU option most land parcels falling into the £4,000 to 5,000 ha⁻¹ primarily in the east or at higher altitudes in the west into the £2,000 to 3,000 ha⁻¹ categories (panel b in Figure 6). Given the higher level of EDS costs under the AF-IF option (compared to all other options) there is a shift in the relative performance of land parcels in terms of NES benefits. The best performing parcels now falling into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha⁻¹ category are also not just located in a discrete patch in the east of the region but also in other low-lying areas around the margins (panel b in Figure 7). The parcels at higher altitudes in north western and southern areas now fall into the £20,000
to 30,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category and the remainder of parcels in the east falling into the £50,000 to 60,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} (panel b in Figure 7).

### 3.2.3 Agroforestry – shelterbelts option

The differences in performance of the AF-SH option across land parcels in different locations follows a similar pattern to the BAU option. Under the AF-SH option the majority of land parcels fall into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category for ES benefits with some parcels at higher altitudes in the north west and south falling into the £30,000 to 40,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (panel c in Figure 5). In terms of EDS costs the majority of land parcels fall into either the £1,000 to 2,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} or at higher altitudes in the West in the £0 to 1,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} categories (panel c in Figure 6). In terms of NES benefits the majority of land parcels still fall into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category but there is some shift with the parcels are higher altitudes in the north west and south now falling into the lower £20,000 to 30,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (panel c in Figure 7).

### 3.2.4 Farm woodland – conifer option

The performance of the FW-CO option across land parcels in different locations is more heterogeneous, again with three distinct areas of variation. Under the FW-CO option the majority of land parcels fall into the lower £40,000 to 50,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (compared to the BAU option) in terms of ES benefits (panel d in Figure 5). Some parcels at higher altitudes in north western areas fall into the higher £30,000 to 40,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (compared to the BAU option) and a discrete patch in the east of the area falling into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (panel d in Figure 5). In terms of EDS costs the majority of land parcels fall into either the £1,000 to 2,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category or at higher altitudes in the west into the £0 to 1,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} categories (panel d in Figure 6). Due to the relatively low levels of EDS costs across the majority of land parcels still fall into the £40,000 to 50,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category in terms of NES benefits (panel d in Figure 7). The best performing parcels are still located in a discrete patch in the east of the area still falling into the £60,000 to 70,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category for NES benefits (panel d in Figure 7). However, there is some shift with parcels at higher altitudes in north western areas now falling into the lower £20,000 to 30,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (panel d in Figure 7).

### 3.2.5 Farm woodland – broadleaf option

The performance of the FW-BR option across land parcels in different locations also follows a similar pattern to the BAU option. Under the FW-BR option the majority of land parcels fall into the lower £40,000 to 50,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (compared to the BAU option) in terms of ES benefits with some parcels at higher altitudes in primarily the north western areas falling into the £20,000 to 30,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category (panel e in Figure 5). In terms of EDS costs, the majority of land parcels fall into either the £1,000 to 2,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} category or in the higher altitude areas in the north west into the £0 to 1,000 ha\textsuperscript{-1} categories (panel
e in Figure 6). Due to the relatively low levels of EDS costs across all land parcels in the SDA the majority of land parcels still fall into the £40,000 to 50,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category in terms of NES benefits with the parcels in the higher altitude areas in the north west still falling in to the £20,000 to 30,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category (panel e in Figure 7).

![Figure 7: Economic value ha\(^{-1}\) of net ecosystem service benefits from SDA grassland and arable land in Wales under the a) Business as usual, b) Agroforestry – in field trees, c) Agroforestry – shelterbelts, d) Farm woodland – conifer, e) Farm woodland – broadleaf, f) Full afforestation – conifer and g) Full afforestation – broadleaf options. The economic value ha\(^{-1}\) of net ecosystem service benefits comprises ecosystem service benefits less ecosystem dis-service costs. The ecosystem services comprise livestock production, arable crops, timber production, carbon sequestration, local flood risk mitigation, livestock shelter and shade and employment. The ecosystem dis-services comprises GHG emissions and reduction of potable water quality. The economic values are the present value of the future flows of benefits and costs and are based on 2018 market and shadow prices and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.

3.2.4 Full afforestation – conifer and full afforestation – broadleaf options

The performance of the FA-CO and FA-BR options is homogenous across the entirety of the Welsh uplands with all land parcels performing worse than the BAU option in terms of ES benefits but better than the BAU option in terms of EDS costs. In terms of ES benefits all of the land parcels within the SDA fall into the £30,000 to 40,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category under both the FA-CO and FA-BR options (panel f and g in Figure 5). In terms of EDS costs all of the land parcels fall into the £0 to 1,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category (panel f and g in Figure 6) and in terms of NES benefits all of the land parcels fall into fall into the £30,000 to 40,000 ha\(^{-1}\) category (panel f and g in Figure 7).
Table 3: Economic value of ecosystem service benefits, dis-service costs and net ecosystem service benefits from the Welsh uplands (forestry, agricultural (rough grazing) and agricultural (grassland and arable) land use combined) following increasing of tree cover on grassland and arable land. The economic values are the present value of future flows of benefits and costs based on market and shadow prices correct as at 2018 and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecosystem service and dis-service</th>
<th>Economic value (€M)</th>
<th>Business as usual</th>
<th>Agroforestry – in field trees</th>
<th>Agroforestry – shelterbelts</th>
<th>Farm woodland – conifer</th>
<th>Farm woodland – broadleaf</th>
<th>Full afforestation – conifer</th>
<th>Full afforestation – broadleaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provisioning services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock production</td>
<td>18,047.42</td>
<td>16,697.81</td>
<td>17,447.68</td>
<td>9,581.61</td>
<td>9,581.61</td>
<td>1,115.80</td>
<td>1,115.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arable crops</td>
<td>195.48</td>
<td>187.66</td>
<td>156.38</td>
<td>97.74</td>
<td>97.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber production</td>
<td>1,297.92</td>
<td>2,846.00</td>
<td>1,297.92</td>
<td>2,106.84</td>
<td>1,455.32</td>
<td>3,675.45</td>
<td>1,768.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water supply for consumptive use</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td>16,433.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regulation and maintenance services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon sequestration</td>
<td>5,375.47</td>
<td>7,350.90</td>
<td>5,803.12</td>
<td>5,933.80</td>
<td>6,050.52</td>
<td>6,787.11</td>
<td>7,056.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local flood risk mitigation</td>
<td>163.23</td>
<td>163.23</td>
<td>469.21</td>
<td>346.64</td>
<td>346.64</td>
<td>541.70</td>
<td>545.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock shelter and shade</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>544.84</td>
<td>760.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cultural services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>1,658.73</td>
<td>4,591.80</td>
<td>5,041.59</td>
<td>5,575.26</td>
<td>5,575.26</td>
<td>6,464.71</td>
<td>6,464.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecosystem service benefits</strong></td>
<td>46,198.44</td>
<td>48,815.36</td>
<td>47,409.76</td>
<td>40,075.00</td>
<td>39,540.20</td>
<td>35,017.86</td>
<td>33,384.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provisioning dis-services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of potable water quality</td>
<td>1,336.03</td>
<td>1,086.65</td>
<td>503.30</td>
<td>803.55</td>
<td>803.55</td>
<td>689.28</td>
<td>502.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regulation and maintenance dis-services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions</td>
<td>1,553.06</td>
<td>2,898.34</td>
<td>1,216.38</td>
<td>916.82</td>
<td>914.14</td>
<td>657.61</td>
<td>640.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem dis-service costs</td>
<td>2,889.09</td>
<td>3,984.99</td>
<td>1,719.68</td>
<td>1,720.37</td>
<td>1,717.69</td>
<td>1,346.89</td>
<td>1,143.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net ecosystem service benefits</strong></td>
<td>43,309.35</td>
<td>44,830.37</td>
<td>45,690.08</td>
<td>38,354.63</td>
<td>37,822.51</td>
<td>33,670.97</td>
<td>32,240.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Potential impacts of widespread adoption of the land use options on the economic value of ecosystem services and dis-services from the Welsh uplands as a whole

Widespread adoption of the FW-CO, FW-BR, FA-CO and FA-BR options could lead to a potential decrease in the EV of ES benefits from the Welsh uplands as a whole compared to the BAU option, but it is only adoption of the AF-IF and AF-SH options that may lead to an increase – as shown in Table 3. The highest potential increase of +£2.67 billion (bn) in the EV of ES benefits could come from a widespread adoption of the AF-IF option. The highest potential decrease of -£1.75bn in the EV of ES benefits would come from a widespread transformation of land use on grassland and arable land from the BAU option to the FA-BR option. Widespread adoption of all of the land use options except the AF-IF option could potentially lead to reduction in the EV of EDS costs compared the BAU option – as shown in Table 3. The highest potential reduction of -£12.81bn in the EV of EDS costs would also come from widespread adoption of the FA-BR option. The highest potential increase of +£1.10bn in the EV of EDS costs would also come from widespread adoption of the AF-IF option. In terms of NES benefits, the results are similar to the impacts on ES benefits, widespread adoption of the FW-CO, FW-BR, FA-CO and FA-BR options could lead to a potential decrease in the EV of NES benefits compared to the BAU option, it is only adoption of the AF-IF and AF-SH options that may lead to an increase in the EV of NES benefits – as shown in Table 3. However, due to the significant increase in EDS costs under the AF-IF option, the highest potential increase in the EV of NES benefits could actually come from a widespread adoption of the AF-SH option. The AF-SH option could lead to a +£2.38bn increase in the EV of NES benefits. For a breakdown of the changes to the economic values see Supplementary Section 5.

Table 4: Monte Carlo simulation of the economic value of ecosystem service benefits, dis-service costs and net ecosystem service benefits from the Welsh uplands (forestry, agricultural (rough grazing) and agricultural (grassland and arable) land use combined) following increasing of tree cover on grassland and arable land. The economic values are the present value of future flows of benefits and costs based on market and shadow prices correct as at 2018 and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land use option</th>
<th>Economic value £M (mean and standard deviation)</th>
<th>Ecosystem service benefits</th>
<th>Ecosystem dis-service costs</th>
<th>Net ecosystem service benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business as usual</td>
<td>46,130.53 ±5,300.26</td>
<td>2,885.66 ±332.46</td>
<td>43,396.14 ±5,025.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry – in field trees</td>
<td>48,895.32 ±5,655.48</td>
<td>3,988.00 ±462.34</td>
<td>44,826.01 ±5,166.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry - shelterbelts</td>
<td>47,394.15 ±5,452.30</td>
<td>1,720.44 ±198.09</td>
<td>45,562.54 ±5,271.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm woodland - conifer</td>
<td>40,106.54 ±4,628.59</td>
<td>1,722.77 ±197.74</td>
<td>38,374.28 ±4,452.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm woodland - broadleaf</td>
<td>39,535.85 ±4,562.31</td>
<td>1,717.13 ±198.90</td>
<td>37,818.72 ±5,271.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full afforestation - conifer</td>
<td>35,033.43 ±4,035.73</td>
<td>1,347.29 ±155.85</td>
<td>33,686.33 ±4,452.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full afforestation – ecosystem services</td>
<td>33,330.45 ±3,846.77</td>
<td>1,145.30 ±132.46</td>
<td>32,185.73 ±4,394.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the uncertainty analysis using a Monte Carlo simulation based on ±20% variation in the market and shadow prices of ES benefits and EDS costs are shown in Table 4. These results suggest that uncertainty in the market and shadow prices of ES benefits and EDS costs could result in significant variability in the EV of ES benefits, of EDS costs and of NES benefits. These results suggest that the estimates for the BAU, AF-IF and AF-SH options are subject to the highest potential variation. Given this uncertainty in the market and shadow prices, the results of the Monte Carlo simulation highlight that our EV estimates presented in Table 3 fall within a potentially broad range and readers should be cognisant of this when considering the results.

Figure 2: Breakdown of the economic value of a) ecosystem service benefits from the Welsh uplands into ecosystem service categories and b) ecosystem dis-service costs from the Welsh uplands into ecosystem dis-service categories from the Welsh uplands. Each column shows the portion of the total economic value of ecosystem service benefits contributed by each ecosystem system service category (provisioning (food and other), regulation and maintenance, and cultural) for each of the seven land use options. The columns show changes in the economic value of the ecosystem service benefits from each category and the contribution of each category to the economic value of all ecosystem service benefits. The economic values are the present value of the future flows of benefits and costs and are based on 2018 market and shadow prices and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.
3.3.1 Breakdown of economic values by ecosystem service and dis-service categories

Widespread adoption of all the land use options would lead to a potential drop in the of the EV of ES benefits coming from provisioning (food) services compared to the BAU option (panel a in Figure 8). The biggest reductions would be under the FW-CO and FW-BR options (where trees partially replace agricultural production on grass and arable land) and the FA-CO and FA-BR options (where trees replace livestock and arable production on grass and arable land) (See Table 3). Provisioning (other) benefits increase in their proportion of total ES benefits except under the AF-SH option (panel a in Figure 8) where there is no additional timber production. The biggest potential increases in provisioning (other) benefits are under the FA-CO and FA-BR options. Regulation and maintenance ESs take up an increasingly larger proportion of the total ES benefits, most evident in the AF-IF and AF-SH options and the FA-CO and FA-BR options (panel a in Figure 8). Compared to the BAU option there are potential increases in the EV of ES benefits coming from cultural ESs under all of the other land use options. The biggest potential increases are under the FA-CO and FA-BR options where there is a replacement of lower value agricultural employment with higher value forestry employment (panel a in Figure 8 or see Table 3). Under all land use options there is a potential decrease in the proportion of the total EDS costs supplied by provisioning (other) dis-services (panel b in Figure 8), this is mainly attributable to decreasing water quality costs.

3.3.2 Public versus private ecosystem service benefits and ecosystem dis-service costs

Widespread adoption of the AF-IF and AF-SH options could lead to a slight increase in the EV of private ES benefits compared to the BAU option (panel a in Figure 9). Whereas switches of land use from the BAU option on grassland and arable land to the FW-CO, FW-BR, FA-CO and FA-BR options could lead to significant decreases in the EV of private ES benefits (panel a in Figure 9). Compared to the BAU option widespread adoption of all of the land use options on grassland and arable land could lead to an increase in the EV of public ES benefits, with the largest potential increases attributable to the AF-IF, FA-CO and FA-BR options (panel a in Figure 9). Shifts in land use on grassland and arable land from the BAU option to all of the other land use options could decrease the EV of private EDS costs, with the largest potential reduction attributable to the AF-SH option (panel b in Figure 9). There is potential for the EV of public EDS costs to be reduced by widespread switches in land use from the BAU option to all of the other land use options except the AF-IF option, which could almost double the public EDS costs (panel b in Figure 9).
3.3.3 Disaggregation of benefits and costs into beneficiary specific bundles

Widespread shifts in land use from the BAU option to the other six land use options could potentially lead to increases in the EV of the bundles of ES benefits for rural and urban communities within and outside the SDA and also for global society but could lead to reductions for private landowners and occupants (panel a in Figure 10). Changes in land use has no effect on the bundles of ES benefits for public body landowners and water companies (panel a in Figure 10). Adoption of the FA-BR option could lead to the greatest potential increase in the EV of the bundles of ES benefits for rural and urban communities within and outside the SDA and also for global society. In contrast the FA-BR also leads to the largest potential decrease in the EV of the bundle of ES benefits for private landowners and occupants. The AF-IF option is the only option that lead to potential increases in the bundle of ES benefits for private landowners and occupants. The beneficiary groups receiving the smallest potential increases in the EV of their bundle of ES benefits are rural and urban communities within and outside the SDA. Changes in land use from the BAU option to all of the other land use options could lead to significant reductions in the EV of the bundle.

Figure 9: Comparison of the public and private a) ecosystem service benefits and b) ecosystem dis-service costs from the Welsh uplands under each land use option. The private ecosystem services include livestock production, arable crops, timber production, water supply for consumptive use, livestock shelter and shade and employment. The public ecosystem services include carbon sequestration and local flood risk mitigation. The private ecosystem dis-services includes reduction of potable water quality and the public ecosystem dis-services includes GHG emissions. The economic values are the present value of the future flows of benefits and costs and are based on 2018 market and shadow prices and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.
of EDS costs for the water companies, which could be more than halved through widespread adoption of the AF-SH or FA-BR options (panel b in Figure 10). Changes in land use from BAU to the other land use options—except the AF-IF option—could lead to potential reductions in the EV of the bundles of EDS costs that accrue to rural and urban communities within and outside of the SDA and for global society (panel b in Figure 10). Widespread adoption of the AF-IF option on grassland and arable land could lead to a significant increase in the EV of the bundle of EDS costs for rural and urban communities within and outside of the SDA and for global society (panel b in Figure 10).

Figure 10: Disaggregation of the economic value of a) ecosystem service benefits and b) dis-service costs from the Welsh uplands into beneficiary specific bundles. For each of the land use options the economic value of a) ecosystem service benefits and b) dis-service costs are disaggregated into the bundles of benefits and costs received by each of the relevant beneficiary groups. The economic values are disaggregated by the relative population size of the beneficiary group. The economic values are the present value of the future flows of benefits and costs and are based on 2018 market and shadow prices and calculated over 120 years at a discount rate of 3%.
4. Discussion

Given the limited evidence surrounding the impacts of increasing tree and woodland cover on agricultural land on ESs and EDS, our study has made further steps to contributing towards the evidence base required to rationalise future land use changes (involving expansion of tree cover) in the Welsh uplands and agricultural landscapes generally. This study represents one of the first studies utilising a holistic assessment of changes to ES benefits and EDS costs resulting from expanding tree cover in upland agricultural systems. We produced spatially explicit estimates of EV of ES benefits and EDS costs based on country-specific data of biophysical and economic variables where they were available (e.g., estimates of timber production yields based on Welsh climate data) and spatial determinants of ES and EDS demand. By using spatially explicit methods we demonstrate that changes to ESs and EDSs values are uneven across the study area and they affect beneficiaries in significantly different ways. We hope to demonstrate that this is more informative than other assessments of ESs from tree based land use change in Wales (Bateman, 1996; Cosby et al., 2019) and from forestry land use in the UK generally (Dittrich et al., 2019; Eftec, 2010; Europe Economics, 2017; Saraev et al., 2017; Willis et al., 2003) which simply provide aggregated values. This study provides evidence based hypothetical ES and EDS values for different land sparing and sharing strategies potentially suitable for increasing tree cover in upland agricultural systems. Whilst these values are constrained by the scale at which the assessment was undertaken, we still hope they provide an initial set of ES values and framework for informing land use change decisions in Welsh upland agricultural systems (and agricultural systems more generally) to address climate challenges and demand for public benefits.

4.1 Which strategies are most suitable for improving ecosystem service provision in the Welsh uplands?

Contrary to similar work in Wales our economic valuation shows that land-sparing strategies (FA-CO and FA-BR options) where trees replace agricultural production (similar to those modelled in Bateman (1996) and Cosby et al. (2019)) result in substantial reductions to the total basket of ES benefits but they do lead to significant increases in the EV of public ES benefits and decreases in EDS costs. This is principally because private, agriculturally based provisioning services from the Welsh uplands are significantly reduced under land sparing strategies for increasing tree cover. In contrast, our results suggest that land-sharing strategies where trees are intimately integrated within agricultural production (AF-IF and AF-SH options) can lead to substantial increases in the total basket of ES benefits and increases in public ES benefits. Our results suggest that land-sharing strategies where tree are coarsely integrated alongside agricultural production (FW-CO and FW-BR options) lead to smaller decreases in the total basket of ES benefits than land sparing strategies, but the significant decreases in the private ES benefits under these
strategies are not compensated by large increases in public ES benefits like the land sparing strategies. Ostensibly, our results suggest that the AF-IF option could lead to the biggest increase in the EV of ESs and potentially represents the best land use strategy for improving the provision of ESs in the Welsh uplands through increasing tree cover on grassland and arable land. However, exploring our results further suggests that the AF-IF option may not be a universally optimal strategy across all Wales’ uplands.

4.1.1 Land-sharing and adoption of the agroforestry – in field trees option

The AF-IF option performs best in terms of ES benefits but the worst in terms of EDS costs. The AF-IF option performs the best when implemented on improved and semi-improved grassland in the east of the region where the intensity of agricultural production is higher and the prevalence of seminatural habitats is much lower (as shown in Figure 5). There are however many areas (primarily in the north west as shown in Figure 6) where the AF-IF option makes little or no difference. Widespread adoption of the AF-IF option on all grassland and arable land could increase the EV of ES benefits from the Welsh uplands as a whole by £2.62bn but would also increase the EV of EDS costs by £1.10bn. Adopting the AF-IF option could deliver against all eight ES categories, which is the broadest set of benefits of any of the seven land use options. Widespread adoption of the AF-IF option could lead to significant amounts of trees (around 226,000,000) being planted alongside continued agricultural activity in the Welsh uplands. Notwithstanding this, the AF-IF option may not be the socially optimal choice because much of the increase in ES benefits (+£2.10bn) are actually associated with private ES benefits (through timber production and livestock shelter and shade) accruing to a single set of beneficiaries (private landowners and occupants). Furthermore, whilst the AF-IF option does lead to an increase in public ES benefits of +£1.98bn it could also lead to a +£1.35bn increase in public EDS costs.

4.1.2 Land-sharing and adoption of the full afforestation – broadleaf and conifer options

Given the trade-offs associated with the AF-IF option, the FA-CO and FA-BR options perform better in terms of increases in the EV of public ES benefits. These land sparing strategies could lead to a major shift in public benefits from the Welsh uplands; increasing the public ES benefits from the Welsh uplands as a whole from around £5.54bn to £7.33bn (FA-CO option) and £7.60bn (FA-BR option). The FA-CO and FA-BR options may well represent optimal choices for policy makers seeking to address significant climate change priorities and tree planting commitments. Furthermore, this may represent the optimum choice for beneficiary groups such as global society and rural and urban communities in Wales who will benefit from the significant decarbonising effect and flood mitigation benefits of these strategies. While it is important to restore and enhance these regulating functions in upland areas (as flood mitigation benefits flow down into lowland areas), it is important to recognise that doing so by increasing tree cover through
land sparing measures will reduce the capacity of people to derive livelihood benefits from these systems through agricultural production. Increasing tree cover through these strategies could lead to significant losses of some ES categories, notably a major drop in provisioning benefits (£16.93bn) through reduced meat production. The FA-CO and FA-BR options will likely not represent the most desirable strategies for increasing tree cover for beneficiary groups such as private landowners and occupants because it weights benefits towards regulation and maintenance ESs and would require a significant livelihood shift for farmers. Furthermore, full afforestation of grassland and arable land in uplands with tree cover could lead to significant displacement issues by outsourcing agricultural activity into other heavily intensified areas, potentially increasing EDS costs elsewhere.

4.1.3 Land-sharing and adoption of the agroforestry – shelterbelts option

Considering the inherent trade-offs associated with adoption of the AF-IF, FA-CO and FA-BR options, the best strategy may be one which performs slightly less well but imposes fewer major trade-offs. If the best strategy is now considered to be the one which delivers an increase in ES benefits (both public and private), reduces the EV of EDS costs and retains agricultural production, then adoption of the AF-SH option is potentially a more suitable strategy. The AF-SH option performs best, increasing ES benefits and reducing EDS costs the most, when implemented on improved, semi-improved and unimproved grassland in the east of the region (as shown in Figure 5). Here, the intensity of agricultural production is higher and there is greater benefit from the addition of agricultural production-specific ES benefits (livestock shelter and shade). This strategy has the potential to reduce the EV of EDS costs from the Welsh uplands as a whole by £1.17bn and increase the EV of ES benefits by £1.21bn. The AF-SH option could lead to a modest rebalancing of public and private benefits, increasing the level of public ES benefits from the Welsh uplands by £741.74 million (M) through an enhancement of the regulation and maintenance benefits (carbon sequestration and local flood risk reduction) compared to the BAU option. The AF-SH option is likely to represent a desirable strategy for the entire spectrum of beneficiary groups because it maintains provisioning ES benefits, enhances regulation and maintenance ES benefits and reduces EDS costs. Moreover, because land-sharing and adoption of the AF-SH option allows retention of livestock and arable production, it is likely to be one of the more attractive options for private landowners and occupants.

4.2 Broader implications of case study findings

Engaging in broad scale thinking and decision making around land use change and restoration of tree cover within agricultural landscapes requires consideration of how ecosystem functions and flows of ESs and EDSs are altered, but also how this affects the livelihoods of and benefits derived by people working
and living in these landscape (Chazdon et al., 2017; Meli et al., 2019). Much of the evidence base around the benefits of tree cover within landscapes in a UK context generally (Eftec, 2010; Europe Economics, 2017; Saraev et al., 2017; Willis et al., 2003) and Wales specifically (Bateman, 1996; Cosby et al., 2019) currently does not show how the benefits accruing to different people within these landscape are affected or who bears the costs of adopting varying strategies to restore tree cover. The approach demonstrated in this case study has added to the debate around restoration of tree cover within primarily agricultural landscape and broader arguments around land-sparing/sharing. Our approach demonstrates the ES benefits from land-sparing strategies for increasing tree cover are uneven across beneficiary groups and the people bearing the costs of adoption (e.g., changes to livelihoods and reductions in bundles of ES benefits) are the same people who will likely be delivering these land use changes on the ground. Our approach also demonstrates that land-sharing strategies for increasing tree cover can perform better than complete conversion to tree cover in the delivery of multiple ES benefits (including public ES benefits) without significantly constraining the livelihoods of primarily farmers and landowners and the benefits they derive from upland landscapes. This is only revealed by splitting provisioning benefits into food and other categories, disaggregating ES benefits into public and private benefits and disaggregating total values into bundles of ES benefits/EDS costs for individual beneficiary groups. The analysis presented here is valuable in demonstrating how decision makers may deliver against climate change and tree planting targets while explicitly considering who will benefit and who will bear costs. Consequently, the approach could easily be transferred and modified to fit other contexts surrounding land use change and ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes.

4.3 Highlighted knowledge gaps

We feel this study provides a more balanced view of the potential impacts to ES benefits and EDS costs from large scale increases of tree cover in agricultural landscapes. That said, it is not simply tree canopy cover, species choice and management (e.g., silvicultural system) that will have a significant impact on the EV of ESs and EDSs, but also future climatic and economic changes. Furthermore, our land use options are based on trees being integrated with, or replacing, a mixed grazing livestock system. We did not consider the possibility of switches within agricultural production (e.g., a move from mixed livestock grazing to dairy) within the land use options. We accept that it was beyond the scope of this current study to quantify these further impacts. In order to fully understand the full picture of the effects of large-scale increases of tree cover on ESs and EDSs in the Welsh uplands and further afield, the next step in assessments such as these is to explore alternative agricultural management systems and their interactions with climatic, economic and even food policy changes.
4.4 Caveats of the present study

This study does not give an indication of the likelihood of adoption of these land use options. In addition, our estimates of the impacts on the total basket of ESs and EDSs from the Welsh uplands as a whole are based on widespread adoption of the land use options and transformation in land use assuming all parcels are changed at the same time, without onward economic impacts. We accept this is unlikely in reality, and readers should be cognisant of this when considering the findings. What this study does illustrate however, is the maximum potential for increased tree cover to impact ESs and EDSs (either positively or negatively). This study is also subject to three additional caveats related to the economic valuation of ESs and EDSs. Firstly, the economic valuation of ESs and EDSs is not without flaws, from a methodological standpoint, the EV of ES benefits and EDS costs can vary significantly across the range of valuation methods (Spangenberg and Settele, 2016, 2010), choice of discount rates and is highly sensitive to the biophysical and economic data along with modelling assumptions used. This uncertainty is captured in Table 4; however, it should be noted that different input data, valuation methods or discount rates may lead to different outcomes. Secondly, we restricted our economic valuation to ESs and EDSs for which there is existing pricing and valuation data based on reasonably robust biophysical parameters. Furthermore, as we and focused our valuation on use values, the economic values reported in this study are not the full economic value of ESs and EDSs. Thirdly, although appropriate for pragmatic studies such as this with limited existing valuation data, limited resources and temporal constraints, the use of pricing-based methods means that the full welfare impacts (i.e., consumer surpluses) of ESs and EDSs are likely to be underestimated.

5. Conclusions

Improving the delivery of ESs and EDSs from agricultural systems by increasing tree cover requires spatially explicit assessment of alternative land use strategies that is sensitive to a variety of tree canopy coverages and how these changes affect different groups of beneficiaries. In this case study, we developed a simple, low data input, spatially explicit methodology to estimate the impact of land use changes in the Welsh uplands involving increasing tree cover on the EV of ES benefits and EDS costs. Our methodology integrated biophysical data and economic output values with spatially explicit indicators of demand for ESs and EDSs to provide estimates of the EV of ES benefits and EDS costs that represent potential alternative flows of ESs and EDSs. We have moved forward the evidence base surrounding the impacts of tree cover increases on ESs and EDSs generally, and in the Welsh uplands specifically by considering a range of canopy coverages not just a binary switch between trees and agriculture. Our results suggest that increasing tree cover on upland grassland and arable land through a range of land-sparing/sharing strategies can both significantly increase and reduce the EV of ES benefits; it can also
increase and reduce the EV of EDS costs. Our results suggest that land-sparing strategies where trees replace agricultural production is not a panacea for improving ES and EDS provision from the Welsh uplands.

Our results do not imply a single optimum strategy, but suggest that, depending on the antecedent land use, there are three suitable ways forward for improving ES and EDS provision through increasing tree cover on grassland and arable land; these are:

1. Land-sharing and adoption of the AF-IF option for maximising the total basket of ES benefits.
2. Land-sparing and adoption of the FA-CO and FA-BR options for shifting the supply of ES benefits towards a greater public ES benefits and maximising the reduction of EDS costs (but at a significant cost to agricultural production).
3. Land-sharing and adoption of the AF-SH option for increasing ES benefits (both public and private), decreasing EDS costs and maintaining agricultural production.

Overall, our results suggest that agroforestry systems have an important role to play in improving ESs and EDSs as part of increased tree cover on agricultural land in the Welsh uplands. While our results diverge from previous studies, our work represents a systematic evaluation of woodland creation and its impacts on ESs and EDSs that feeds into wider conversations about land use and delivering tree cover within agricultural landscapes.

The spatially explicit information provided by our GIS generated maps permits policy makers and analysts to identify the land use options and locations where tree cover expansion will have a positive effect on ES benefits and reduce EDS costs. In addition, our results and approach allow policy makers to recognise the potential future trajectory of ES benefits and EDS costs from different types of tree cover and 0%, 20%, 50% and 100% afforestation of grassland and arable land in the Welsh uplands. The spatially explicit approach employing the LSSM as a framework for formalising hypothetical land use options covering a range of canopy coverages presents a more balanced view of the relative ES benefits and impacts of transformation and adaption of land use in the Welsh uplands and has broader applicability in debates around land use changes in similar agricultural systems generally. While we acknowledge certain limitations in that this study does not evaluate all conceivable ESs and EDSs, it does represent a significant addition to the evidence base surrounding the impacts of land use change on ESs and EDSs in agricultural systems generally and in the Welsh uplands generally.
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